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A Task Taxonomy for Temporal Graph
Visualisation
Natalie Kerracher, Jessie Kennedy, and Kevin Chalmers
Abstract—By extending and instantiating an existing formal task framework, we define a task taxonomy and task design space
for temporal graph visualisation. We discuss the process involved in their generation, and describe how the design space
can be ‘sliced and diced’ into multiple overlapping task categories, requiring distinct visual techniques for their support. The
approach addresses deficiencies in the task literature, offering domain independence, greater task coverage, and unambiguous
task specification. The taxonomy and design space capture tasks for temporal graphs, and also static graphs, multivariate graphs,
and graph comparison, and will be of value in the design and evaluation of temporal graph visualisation systems.
Index Terms—Taxonomies, Graph/Network Data, Time Series Data
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1 INTRODUCTION
Temporal graph visualisation is a rapidly growing
area concerning the challenges involved in visu-
ally representing change in a graph over time. Un-
derstanding the mechanisms involved in temporal
change in a graph is of interest to a wide range
of disciplines, from social and biological sciences, to
computer networking, telecoms and transportation, to
business and marketing. While the application do-
main may differ, many of the underlying questions re-
garding the properties of the graph and mechanism of
change are the same. However, despite recent efforts
e.g. [1], [2], [3], and a growing number of visualisation
tools, no suitable task taxonomy exists for temporal
graph visualisation.
Task taxonomies play a vital role in the design and
evaluation of visualisation systems, as they reveal
and categorise the possible range of tasks that can
occur. While a number of general visualisation task
taxonomies exist ( [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]), data specific
classifications are still required [7] to supply bench-
mark tasks in evaluation [9], [10], and to support the
design process. Visualisation systems are frequently
used to carry out Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA).
Andrienko [11] makes a strong case for the need to
specify tasks when designing for EDA: data analysis is
task driven; tasks motivate the analysis, determine the
choice of data and methods, and affect the interpre-
tation of the results. However, in EDA, the questions
are not always known at the outset; Fekete et al. [12]
state that ’the exploratory process itself may influence the
questions and tasks that arise’. System designers must
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therefore anticipate potential questions and tasks, in
order to make an informed decision regarding which
tools to include and to ensure that a sufficiently wide
range of tasks can be supported. Thus, we propose
a task taxonomy and design space that reveals the
possible range of tasks for temporal graph data.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• An extension to an existing formal task frame-
work, to handle graph data (Section 3).
• A temporal graph task taxonomy, produced by
applying the extended framework to temporal
graph data (Section 4).
• A design space of potential temporal graph tasks,
produced by combining task dimensions using a
series of matrix structures (Section 4.2).
• A discussion of useful task categories which can
be ‘sliced and diced’ from these structures (Sec-
tion 6).
We evaluate our framework in terms of methodology
adopted and task coverage (Section 5), demonstrat-
ing more complete task coverage than existing task
taxonomies. We begin by presenting previous work
on visualisation task taxonomies and temporal graph
tasks, and an overview of the Andrienko task frame-
work on which our work is based.
2 RELATED WORK
We discuss tasks in the temporal graph literature ac-
cording to paper type: systems and technique papers,
user studies evaluating visualisation techniques, and
task taxonomy papers.
We recently surveyed 95 papers relating to temporal
graph visualisation systems and techniques [13]. With
a number of exceptions (e.g. [2], [14], [15]), the discus-
sions of tasks in these papers are limited, and often
couched in domain specific terms. For example, Erten
et al.’s [16] tasks relate to a specific co-authorship
network: What were the hottest topics in computing in
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the 1990’s? Which research areas are experiencing steady
decline/rapid increase? Which research communities are
open and well-connected?, while Gloor and Zhao’s [17]
tasks refer to their interest in communication tech-
nologies: Do social networks depend on the interaction
technology? Does the same group of people exhibit different
network attributes when interacting via telephone, email,
face-to-face or other? Additionally, systems often have
a specific purpose, thus tasks are constrained to a
particular subset e.g. Kang et al. [18] specifically focus
on analysis of change in group membership of a pair
of individuals over time. Munzner [19] notes that the
use of the term ’task’ in the visualisation literature
is “deeply overloaded”. This reflects our findings of
the wide range of tasks in the literature specified at
varying levels of abstraction and granularity.
User studies tend to employ only a limited num-
ber of the range of possible tasks. Ghoniem et al.’s
[20] study of the readability of matrix and node-
link representations formulates seven generic tasks for
static graphs concerned with gaining an overview of a
graph’s structure, including estimating the number of
nodes and edges in the graph, and finding particular
nodes, links, and paths. They do not consider tasks in-
volving node or edge attributes. Purchase and Samra’s
[21], and Archambault et al.’s [22] studies investigat-
ing the mental map involve five tasks, which consider
global and local graph structures; the evolution of
node degrees; node and edge appearance/endurance;
growth in number of nodes; and the readability of
paths over time. Farrugia and Quigley [23] distinguish
four task categories based on a combination of level of
analysis (global network overview vs local individual
node level) with temporal search space (specified vs
unspecified time period), in conjunction with the static
graph tasks of Lee et al. [9], a selection of which they
formulated for the dynamic context. However, they
give only a few examples of the tasks.
Several general visualisation task taxonomies have
been developed, such as Shneiderman’s [5] task by
data type taxonomy, and Amar et al.’s [4] taxon-
omy of low level tasks. Recent work has focussed
on collating existing taxonomies [7], [8], however,
there is still a need for data specific classification
[7]. For static graphs, Lee et al. [9] extend [4], and
categorise tasks into five groups: topology based,
attribute-based, browsing, overview, and high level
tasks. While they include the general question, ’how
has the graph changed over time?’, in their high-level
task category, they do not elaborate on the sub tasks
involved. Shneiderman and Aris [15] identify six chal-
lenges for network visualisations and a number of
high priority tasks, such as counting nodes and links,
finding structural metrics, and structural and attribute
based tasks similar to those described by Lee et al. [9].
They do not consider temporal graph tasks.
There are three main taxonomies specifically for
temporal graph tasks: Yi et al.’s [2] categorisation of
visual tasks in temporal social network analysis; Ahn
et al.’s [1] taxonomy for network evolution analysis;
and Bach et al.’s [3] adaption of Peuquet’s [24] spatio-
temporal task framework for temporal graph data. We
discuss these taxonomies and how they relate to our
classification in Section 5.2.
Beck et al. [25] suggest matching dynamic graph vi-
sualisation tools to application requirements through
the use of profiles, rating them with respect to the set
of aesthetic criteria for dynamic graph visualisation.
However, the task and technique domains have not
yet been fully explored, specified, and categorised,
therefore their methodology requires expert knowl-
edge of the range of available techniques and possible
tasks. We believe two key pieces are still needed to
implement their methodology: a classification of the
available tools and techniques, and a comprehensive
classification of the task domain.
2.1 The Andrienko Framework
The Andrienko framework [11] consists of a data
model and task framework. The task framework (Sec-
tion 2.1.2) takes a functional approach to specifying
tasks. There are two components to every task: the
target (unknown information) to be obtained, and the
constraints (known conditions) that information needs
to fulfil; a task therefore involves finding a target
given a set of constraints. The data model (Section
2.1.1 ) identifies the data items that can participate
in tasks as a target or constraint. We illustrate the
concepts of the Andrienko framework with reference
to an example author publication data set.
2.1.1 The Andrienko Data Model (ADM)
The ADM divides a data structure into two compo-
nent types: referential or characteristic (Figure 1, top).
For any particular data set, the referential components
(aka referrers) are how the data is being categorised:
in our temporal publication collection, we have cho-
sen to deliberately collect information by year and by
author (Figure 1, bottom). Characteristic components
are what data is then being measured using this cate-
gorisation: in this case publication count and the de-
partment to which authors belong. Referential compo-
nents tend to be time, space and/or populations (ob-
jects) because these are the most common dimensions
by which data is structured. The ADM also includes
the notion of a data function between referential and
characteristic components; this is a simple look-up
mapping, i.e. fdepartment(A, 2014) = Computing.
Both referential and characteristic components have
different intrinsic properties - described in the ADM
as ”relations” between elements - dependent on their
underlying type e.g. time is ordered, continuous, and
distances can be calculated, so 2014 is 2 years later
than 2012. Populations of objects such as authors and
departments are unordered and discrete, that is we
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cannot say A is less than B, and halfway between A
and B makes no sense. These relations also determine
reference subsets, e.g. the ordering relations in time
determine the set of time points which fall within the
interval 2010-2014. Thus we have intervals and cycles
in time; areas and lines in space; and groups of objects
in a population. These subsets can also have relations
between them e.g. time interval 2008-2012 overlaps
with 2010-2014.
Behaviours are configurations of characteristic val-
ues which are decided by the relations within the
associated set of references. For example, the ordering
relations between time points determine the order in
which the corresponding attribute values appear: an
author’s publication count in 2005, comes before that
of 2006. A simple metaphor is to think of ordering a
data table by the values in one column, which then
decides the configuration of values in another col-
umn. Patterns are subjective constructs that describe
the ”essential features of a behaviour... in a substantially
shorter and simpler way than specifying every(thing)” [11]
p.85. For instance, in Figure 1, the pattern of the
publication count for author A between 2012 and
2014 is that it increases; it decreases for B in the
same time period. A pattern thus may be something
a user observes (as in the previous example), or a
rule learned by analytical means e.g. a line of best
fit found by automated analysis. Finally, relations can
exist between behaviours (and by extension, patterns)
e.g. the behaviour and pattern of A’s publication count
is opposite to that of B.
To summarise: the data items that may participate
in tasks are individual references (a year, a point
in space, an object); reference sets (a time interval,
an area in space, a set of objects); individual char-
acteristics (attribute values - 10, first, red, x-small);
behaviours - the configuration of a set of charac-
teristics with respect to the reference set, which can
be described by a pattern (e.g. a temporal trend, a
distribution in space, frequency of values in a pop-
ulation); and relations, of which there are five types
(see Figure 2): [R1] between references and character-
istics (the data function); within the referential com-
ponent, [R2.1] between individual references (order,
distance, continuity) and [R2.2] between reference sets
(as for R2.1, plus set relations); within the character-
istic component, [R3.1] between individual character-
istics (data dependent - equality, order, distance, set
relations) and [R3.2] between behaviours (similarity,
difference, opposition, correlation, dependency and
structural connection).
2.1.2 The Andrienko Task Framework (ATF)
Tasks in the ATF are distinguished based on the data
items (Section 2.1.1) that participate in them. Firstly, in
terms of the level of analysis: elementary tasks involve
individual data items (individual characteristics and
references) while synoptic tasks involve sets of items
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Referential Component  Characteristic  Component 
A Reference Value  A Characteristic Value 
A Reference Value  A Characteristic Value 
…  … 
     
Author Year  Publication count Department 
A 2014  5 Computing 
A 2013  2 Computing 
A 2012  1 Computing 
B 2014  2 Computing 
B 2013  3 Biology 
B 2012  4 Biology 
… …  … … 
Fig. 1: The ADM divides data into referential and
characteristic components
Referrers
(time, space, population)
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
Characteristics
(domain dependant)
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
f(x) = y
(R1) Data 
function
(R2.1) Relation 
between individual 
references
(continuity, order, distance)
(R2.2) Relation 
between sets of 
references
(continuity, order, distance, 
set relations)
(R3.1) Relation 
between individual
characteristics
(equality, order, distance, set 
relations)
(R3.2) Relation 
between 
behaviours
(similarity, difference, 
opposition, correlation, 
dependency, structural 
connection)
Summary of relations between different referrer types
Time Space Population Graph
Order X
Distance X X X
Continuity X X
Linking X
Fig. 2: Relations between components of the An-
drienko data model (extension highlighted in table)
considered together as a unified whole (i.e. reference
sets and behaviours of attribute values). Synoptic
tasks are further divided into descriptive tasks (con-
cerned with describing the data) and connectional
tasks (concerned with finding connections between
phenomena - see below). Secondly, tasks are distin-
guished depending on which data items participate
as targets or constraints, giving rise to three main
task types: lookup, comparison and relation seeking.
A summary of the task categories and examples are
given in Figure 3.
In lookup tasks, referential and characteristic com-
ponents participate as targets or constraints. On ele-
ments, lookup involves finding a characteristic given
a reference (direct lookup) or references given a char-
acteristic (inverse lookup). On sets, finding the pattern
associated with the behaviour of an attribute over a
reference set (behaviour characterisation), and inversely,
finding the set of references corresponding to a given
pattern (pattern search). In comparison, the task tar-
get is the relation between two or more specified
components; either between characteristics or patterns
(direct comparison), or references or reference sets (in-
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*at least one of these components is found via a lookup task  **examples given are for descriptive tasks 
Task type Target Constraint Elementary (example) Synoptic (example) ** 
Lookup  Direct characteristic referential Which department did Author A belong to in 
2012? 
What is the trend in Author A’s publication 
counts 2012-2014? 
Inverse referential characteristic Which author(s) had more than 4 
publications in any year? 
Find authors who move frequently 
between departments. 
Comparison Direct relation characteristic* Compare the publication counts of Authors 
A and B in 2014. 
Compare the trend in Author A’s 
publication counts for 2012-2014 with the 
trend for 2009-2012. 
Inverse relation referential* Did Author A’s highest publishing count 
occur before or after his lowest? 
Compare the time periods over which 
Author A’s publication counts were 
increasing with the time periods over 
which they were decreasing. 
Relation seeking characteristic/ 
referential* 
relation 
 
Find the year in which Author B moved 
departments (i.e. consecutive years where 
Author B belonged to two different 
departments). 
Find authors with similar patterns in 
movement between departments. 
Fig. 3: Summary of the ATF. Tasks are distinguished according to the combinations of data components which
participate: individual elements or sets of elements (elementary/synoptic tasks) and whether they participate
as targets or constraints (task types).
verse comparison). Relation seeking is the opposite
of comparison, where the target is the components
associated with a given relation. Further variations of
comparison and relation seeking tasks are specified
depending on additional task constraints (see Section
4.1). All of these tasks involve the data function
either alone (lookup) or as a subtask (comparison and
relation seeking).
One final, but important, set of tasks are the con-
nection discovery tasks. These tasks are also attribute
based, but do more than describe the occurrence of
phenomena (as with descriptive tasks); their aim is to
find indications of possible connections or relations
within or between phenomena. In these tasks, we are
interested in two or more behaviours with respect to
each other; these are termed ’mutual’ behaviours, and
can be described using one of three ’linkage patterns’:
correlation, dependency or influence, or structural
connection (the interplay of two components e.g. a
trend over time and variation over seasons). Connec-
tion discovery tasks can be formulated for each of the
three main task types. Figure 7, based on Aigner et al.
[26] illustrates the structure of the task framework.
2.1.3 Limitations of the Andrienko Framework
Although the Andrienko framework is intended to be
applicable to all types of data, it does not consider
graph data. In our author publications data set, we
may wish to extract and consider a co-authorship
network (Figure 4).
Modelling co-authorship edges proves difficult un-
der the existing framework, the problematic question
being: what type of data item is an edge? We suggest
these be modelled as relations between references.
However, the relations between references of the main
referrer types considered under the ADM (see table
in Figure 2) are insufficient to describe edges. To
illustrate: in our co-authorship network, authors are
references. As they are clearly neither temporal nor
 
 Author Year  Publications Publication count Department 
A 2014  a, b, c, d, e 5 Computing 
A 2013  f, g 2 Computing 
A 2012  h 1 Computing 
B 2014  a, b 2 Computing 
B 2013  f, i 3 Biology 
B 2012  j, k, l, m 4 Biology 
… …   … … 
Fig. 4: A co-authorship network can be extracted
based on authors who have publications in common
spatial in nature, population is the remaining option
for referrer type. The elements of a population referrer
are discrete, unordered, and without distance. While
these relations are appropriate when considering an
unconnected set of objects, they are not sufficient to
capture the co-authoring relations (edges) which exist
between authors. We therefore extend the ADM by
introducing a new referrer type (graph) and a new
type of relation (linking), to model the edges of a
graph. As a result of this extension we also introduce
a set of structural tasks for use with the graph referrer
type (see Section 3.2).
3 EXTENDING THE ANDRIENKO FRAME-
WORK FOR GRAPH DATA
3.1 Extension to data model
We introduce a new type of referrer, ’graph’, the
elements of which are nodes. The graph referrer is
distinguished from space, time, and population, by
the type of relations which exist between its elements
(table, Figure 2): graph is discrete, unordered, with
distances. Additionally, nodes in a graph are related
by edges. We therefore make a further extension to
the framework by introducing a new type of rela-
tion between references, ’linking’, which exists only
between the elements of the graph referrer type and
are specified by the edge set. A linking relation may
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exist between two nodes, have a direction, weight,
and possibly domain specific properties. Unlike the
other types of relation, linking relations are not fixed,
and may change over time in terms of their existence,
weight, and domain properties. Indirect connections,
or transitive relations, also exist between elements,
and can be described by the chain of linking rela-
tions. They have the same properties as direct linking:
existence, a direction, and possibly a weight/domain
property (or some aggregated notion of weight based
on the weights of the individual linking relations),
plus a distance between elements. The distance rela-
tion in graphs is closely related to linking relations, as
it is also specified by the edge set: distance between
two elements can be defined as the geodesic distance
and may take into account edge weights.
Treating edges as relations allows us to include
them in tasks in the same way that we treat order and
distances in time. For example, in inverse comparison
we find the relations between references: did Author
A have his highest publication count before or after his
lowest? asks us to find which year came first (ordering
relation) and possibly by how long (distance relation).
In the graph case, are the authors with the highest and
lowest publication counts connected? involves finding the
linking and distance relations between two nodes.
As for the other referrer types, subsets of the graph
referrer can be determined by the relations that exist
between references. Order determines the time points
belonging to a time interval, and analogously, linking
relations between nodes form ’graph objects’, which
include Lee et al.’s [9], graph specific objects: paths,
groups, connected components, and clusters; and any
subgraph. While the nodes of the graph referrer are
unordered, an additional ordering relation is present
when dealing with paths and directed graphs.
The relations between graph objects are linking rela-
tions, distance, and the set relations (include, overlap,
disjoint). For example, two clusters may be linked;
their elements may overlap or be entirely disjoint;
or one cluster may include other sub clusters. We
highlight the extensions to the referrer types of the
ADM in the table in Figure 2.
Behaviours (configurations of attribute values) are
in part determined by the relations which exist be-
tween references. In the same way that temporal
trends in attribute values are determined by the order-
ing relations between time points, in the graph case,
behaviours involve the distribution of attribute values
over the graph structure, as determined by the linking
relations between nodes. Order, continuity, and dis-
tance relations are fixed: the order of time points never
changes, the distance between two locations remains
static; in contrast, linking relations between nodes
are not predetermined, and may change over time.
We therefore make one final extension to the ADM
and introduce a new type of data item - structural
behaviours - which are closely related to the original
attribute based idea of behaviours. Structural be-
haviours are the configurations of references (nodes)
as determined by the linking relations between them;
they capture the idea that the same set of nodes
may be connected together in different ways, produc-
ing different structures. Structural patterns describe
structural behaviours and include clusters, cliques,
motifs and network structures (small world, scale-free
etc.).
In summary, to handle graph data, the data model
is extended with a new referrer type, graph, whose
elements are discrete, unordered, with distances, and
has a new type of relation - linking - between its
elements. As linking relations in the graph referrer are
not fixed, we introduce structural behaviours which
are described by structural patterns, and capture vari-
ation in graph structure. A summary of how data
model terms apply to graphs is given in Figure 5.
Data model term* Graph term 
A reference node 
(linking) relation edge 
A characteristic an attribute value  
A reference set a set of nodes 
Structural behaviour graph objects e.g. path, cluster, subgraph etc. 
Structural pattern a cluster, clique,  small world network etc. 
A behaviour distribution of attribute values over the graph 
*additions to ADM shown in italics 
Fig. 5: Relating data model terms to graph terms
3.2 Extension to task framework
All of the data analysis tasks in the ATF involve the
data function i.e. they always require at least one
lookup task involving attribute values. A number of
‘pure’ forms of relational tasks involving only the
referential component of the data are described, how-
ever, these are not considered to be data analysis tasks.
Under the ADM, where relations between references
are fixed, it never makes sense to perform tasks with-
out reference to the data function; answering how are
years 1980 and 1981 related? does not provide us with
any new insight: 1980 is always prior to 1981 and we
do not require a data set to know this. However, in our
extended model, the non-fixed, possibly temporally
changing linking relations between elements of the
graph referrer introduce a level of unpredictability
into the data set; it therefore makes sense to ask are
nodes p and q of the graph connected to one another? or
what is the distance between nodes p and q? We also re-
quire tasks which allow us to investigate the structural
behaviours, such as find connected components, to which
cluster does node p belong? or how does the connection be-
tween nodes p and q change over time? We include these
pure forms of relational tasks for the graph case and
refer to them as structural tasks (Figure 6). We base
the task categories on those of the original framework.
In addition, there is a set of tasks involving lookup,
comparison, and relation seeking on edges e.g. find
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 Elementary Synoptic
*
 
Lo
o
k
u
p
 
n/a Structural behaviour characterisation: find a pattern to describe the 
configuration of connections between a set of graph elements, such 
as a particular motif or graph structure. E.g. what is the co-authoring 
pattern of authors in the Computing department?  
Structural pattern search: find the set of graph elements associated 
with a given pattern of connections. E.g. which authors belong to the 
small densely connected cluster? 
C
o
m
p
a
ri
so
n
 
Find connections between elements: given nodes, find 
whether/in what way they are connected e.g. did Authors A 
and B co-publish?  
 
(Direct) Find the relation between structural patterns 
(similar/different/opposite) associated with given sets of graph 
elements e.g. compare the co-authoring pattern of authors in 
Biology with that of the Computing department.   
(Inverse) Find the relation between the sets of graph elements 
associated with given patterns (linking, distance, set relations) e.g. 
how are the two largest co-authoring clusters related? 
R
e
la
ti
o
n
 
S
e
e
k
in
g
 
Find elements connected in a given way: The linking relation 
between graph elements is given, which may be specified 
generally e.g. whether or not any connection exists between 
objects; or specifically, including the distance, direction, 
and/or domain attributes. In addition, a node may also be 
specified. E.g. find authors with whom Author A co-published. 
Find structural patterns related in a given way e.g. find instances of 
the same network motif, or find other co-authoring clusters similar to 
that of co-authoring cluster A.  
Find subsets of graph elements associated with given patterns 
which are related in a given way e.g. find closely connected co-
authoring clusters. 
*Note there are many permutations of these tasks, mirroring those of the original attribute based tasks, outlined in Section 4.1. 
Fig. 6: Structural tasks: tasks involving only the structure of the graph (categories based on the ATF).
Attribute based tasks
Elementary tasks
(on values)
Synoptic tasks
(on sets)
Descriptive tasks Connectional tasks
Homogeneous 
behaviour
Heterogeneous 
behaviour
Lookup Comparison Relation 
Seeking
Direct Inverse
Lookup Comparison Relation 
Seeking
Direct Inverse
Structural tasks
Elementary tasks
(involving relations 
between elements)
Synoptic tasks
(on structural 
patterns)
Comparison Relation 
Seeking
Lookup Comparison Relation 
Seeking
Structural pattern 
characterisation
Structural pattern 
search
Visualisation tasks
Fig. 7: Structure of the ATF, based on Aigner et al.’s [26] (p74) drawing of the Andrienko task model organised
into a taxonomy, redrawn and extended to include structural tasks (indicated by dotted lines - see Section 3.2)
co-authoring relations with a weight of 4; compare the co-
authoring relationship between Authors A and B with that
of B and C; find pairs of authors with similar co-authoring
relationships. However, tasks involving relations in this
way do not exist within the ATF and we do not
wish to add more task categories than necessary; in
this case we treat relations as references and use the
attribute based tasks of the ATF e.g. direct comparison
to compare attributes associated with an edge or path.
The extended task framework is shown in Figure 7.
The non-fixed relations between references of the
graph referrer do not have major implications for
the descriptive tasks of the original framework; we
simply consider linking relations when formulating
comparison and relation seeking tasks. For example,
do authors with the highest publication counts co-publish?,
is an inverse comparison task: we perform lookup
tasks to find the authors, then find the linking relation
between them. The non-fixed relations do, however,
introduce additional possibilities to the set of con-
nection discovery tasks: investigating the effect of
graph structure on attribute values, and vice versa;
how structural patterns at one point in time affect
structural patterns at a later time; or the relationship
between the changing structural patterns of two dif-
ferent networks. We discuss these in Section 4.3.
4 TEMPORAL GRAPH TASK TAXONOMY
Having extended the Andrienko framework to handle
graph data, we now seek to use it to elucidate the
range of possible tasks involved in exploring temporal
graph data. As discussed, task categories in the An-
drienko framework are intentionally generic in order
to be utilised with any type of data. The approach
follows Bertin [27] in classifying tasks on the basis
of the structure of the data, considering the level of
analysis (synoptic/elementary distinction), and type
of data item (referential components, characteristic
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components, relations) participating as either task
targets or constraints. We now make one further data-
based distinction (essentially a sub-classification of
synoptic tasks) for temporal graph data, classifying
tasks according to the combinations of referential
components which participate: time points, time in-
tervals, graph elements, graph subsets (Figure 8).
This produces four classes of tasks involving very
different data items, which will likely require sig-
nificantly different visual representations. The classes
capture the Andrienko elementary/synoptic distinc-
tion, along with three variants of synoptic tasks:
elementary tasks (Q1), tasks considering graph sub-
sets (Q2), temporal subsets (Q3), and both graph
and temporal subsets (Q4). Each combination also
has different characteristic components and relations
associated with it. In particular, the behaviours which
participate in tasks are very different. There are eight
behaviours in total, four attribute based (A) and four
structural (S):
Q2 tasks involve the behaviour of an attribute over
a set of nodes at a single time (A2) e.g. the distribution
of an attribute value (such as publication count) over
the network; and the configuration of nodes based on
the linking relations between them, at a single time
(S2) e.g. clusters, cliques, motifs, co-authoring groups.
Q3 involves the behaviour of an attribute of an
individual graph element (a node, edge, or graph
object) over time (A1) e.g. a temporal trend in the
attribute of a node such as an individual author’s
publication count over time; and the behaviour of
linking relations between two graph elements over
time (S1) e.g. the pattern of change in connectivity
between two nodes over time, such as the temporal
pattern of co-authorship between two authors.
Q4 has four possible behaviours associated with it:
(A3) the behaviour of the temporal trends (described
by A1) distributed over the graph e.g. the distribution
of individual temporal trends in author publication
counts, over the graph ( [14] is an example of visu-
alising such behaviours). (A4) the behaviour of the
distribution of the attribute values over the graph
(as in A2), over time e.g. the change in distribution
of research group affiliation over the co-authorship
network, over time. (S3) the behaviour of the collec-
tion of behaviours in S1 i.e. the aggregate pattern of
all linking relations between pairs of graph objects
over time, or the distribution of individual temporal
behaviours over the graph e.g. the distribution of
temporal trends in co-authorship between pairs of
authors, over the network ( [28] is an example of
visualising this behaviour). (S4) the configurations of
nodes (i.e. S2), over time e.g. the evolution of the
structure of the co-authorship network over time.
Applying the three task categories to each quadrant
produces the main categories of (descriptive) tasks in
our task taxonomy; we summarise these in Table 1.
It is clear that very different visual approaches will
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Fig. 8: Data items organised according to referential
components
be required to carry out the same task type in each
quadrant. For example, direct comparison in Q2 in-
volves comparing attribute distributions of graphs, in
Q3, comparing temporal trends in individual attribute
values, and in Q4 comparing evolution of attribute
distributions over the graph over time or distributions
of temporal trends in attribute values over graphs.
While some of these tasks (such as those of Q3) are
not obviously temporal graph tasks, any of these tasks
may be required when exploring temporal graph data,
and tasks from each quadrant may be necessary to
contribute to our overall understanding of the data.
Andrienko discuss behaviours as ’partial’ (e.g. A1,
A2) - associated with individual data items - and
’aspectual’ (e.g. A3, A4) - which consider only certain
aspects of the ’overall’ behaviour (i.e. all behaviours
over the entire data set). They demonstrate that two
aspectual behaviours are neither equal to one another
nor the same as the overall behaviour, thus we obtain
only partial understanding of the overall behaviour
and underlying phenomena through their study (see
[11] pp.99-107). This underlines the importance of in-
cluding tasks from all four quadrants when exploring
temporal graph data, and as a result, the likely need
for different techniques in order to support them. It
also points to the need for tools to help us piece
together our partial findings.
Note it is possible that a distinction based on
the combinations of referential components involved
could also be useful when classifying tasks for other
types of data involving multiple referrers.
4.1 Sub-variations within task categories
As discussed, the data items participating as targets
and constraints distinguish the lookup, comparison,
and relation seeking task categories. The Andrienko
framework discusses in-depth a number of variants
within these categories arising from specifying ad-
ditional data items as constraints, or from particular
properties of the data items participating in the task.
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Direct lookup/
behaviour
characterisation
Find a graph object’s attribute
value at a single time point
Describe the pattern of attribute
values associated with a set of
nodes, at a single time point; De-
scribe the structural pattern for a
given set of nodes, at a single time
point
Describe the temporal trend of a
node’s attribute value; Describe
the pattern of connectivity be-
tween a pair of nodes, over time
Describe the attribute distribution
over the graph/subgraph over
time; Describe the structural pat-
tern of the graph/subgraph over
time; Describe the distribution of
temporal trends in node attributes,
over the graph; Describe the distri-
bution of temporal trends in con-
nectivity between pairs of nodes,
over the graph
Inverse lookup/
pattern search
Find the graph object(s)/time
point(s) associated with an
attribute value
Find the set(s) of nodes associated
with a given attribute pattern...;
Find the set(s) of nodes associ-
ated with a given stuctural pat-
tern...and/or the time point(s) at
which the pattern occurs
Find the node(s) having a partic-
ular temporal trend in attribute
value...; Find the node(s) having
a particular pattern of connectiv-
ity...and/or the timeperiod(s) over
which the pattern occurs
Find the graph (subset(s)) and/or
time interval(s) over which one of
the above patterns occurs
Direct
comparison
Compare attribute values (result-
ing from direct lookup tasks)
Compare patterns of attribute val-
ues over the graph; Compare
structural patterns
Compare temporal trends in at-
tribute values; Compare patterns
of connectivity over time
Find the graph (subset(s)) and/or
time interval(s) over which one of
the above patterns occurs
Inverse
comparison
Compare graph objects/time
points (resulting from inverse
lookup); Find the relation
(connectivity) between graph
objects
Compare the time points at
which patterns of attribute
values, or structural patterns,
occur; Compare the sets of
nodes associated with particular
attribute/structural patterns (this
includes finding linking relations)
Compare the time periods over
which patterns occur; Compare
nodes having particular trends in
attribute values; Compare pairs of
nodes having particular patterns
of connectivity
Find attribute patterns (and possi-
bly the corresponding nodes/time
point(s)) related in a given way;
Find structural patterns related in
a given way
Relation
seeking
Find attribute values (and possi-
bly the corresponding graph ele-
ment(s)/time point(s)) related in
the given way; Find nodes related
(connected) in the given way
Find attribute patterns (and possi-
bly the corresponding nodes/time
point(s)) related in a given way;
Find structural patterns related in
a given way
Find temporal trends in attribute
values (and possibly the corre-
sponding node(s)/time periods)
which are related in a given way;
Find temporal trends in connectiv-
ity (and possibly the correspond-
ing node(s)/time periods) which
are related in a given way
Find patterns related in a given
way (and possibly the correspond-
ing graph subsets/timeperiods)
TABLE 1: Summary of descriptive tasks for temporal graphs
Temporal graph data involves two referrers, which
compounds the possible variations. For example, in
inverse lookup, where the target is the referential
component and the constraint is an attribute com-
ponent, one or other of the referrers can also be
specified, giving three task variations: e.g. find the
years in which author A had more than six publications;
find the authors who had more than six publications in
2010; find any author at any time who had more than
six publications (variations for the synoptic tasks can
also be constructed e.g. find the time period in which
author A had an increasing trend in publication count
etc.). As all comparison and relation seeking tasks in
the original framework involve at least one lookup
task, it is possible to construct a wide variety of
tasks simply based on the combinations of differently
specified lookup tasks involved e.g. compare the years
in which author A had more than six publications or
compare the authors who had more than six publications in
2010. The framework also considers the possibility of
comparison with a specified value i.e. where only one
lookup task is involved (compare author A’s publication
count in 2010 with the average number of publications (5)).
In the case of multiple referrers, the framework de-
scribes variations in comparison and relation seeking
tasks involving the same or two different referential
components. Three variations are possible for tempo-
ral graph data: same graph component, different time
(compare author A’s publication count in 2010 with their
publication count in 2011); different graph, same time
(compare author A and B’s publication counts in 2010);
different graph, different time (compare author A’s pub-
lication count in 2010 with author B’s publication count in
2011). There is also the possibility of tasks involving
comparison between different attributes (assuming
the value domains are comparable) e.g. compare the
number of journal articles author A published in 2010 with
the number of conference papers they published that year.
These task variations - additional constraints, same
or different time/graph components, and same or dif-
ferent attribute - can be combined, producing a huge
variety of tasks. Importantly, task variants within the
same task type may potentially require support from
quite different visual techniques. We therefore sought
a systematic way to investigate the possible variations
in task, and a logical way to group together similar
tasks (i.e. those likely to require similar visual tech-
niques for their support). Our solution is to construct
a task design space: we extend the quadrant categori-
sation (Section 4) by introducing further subdivisions
to capture additional constraints, and whether the
same or different referential components are involved
in tasks, resulting in a set of ’task matrices’. The
matrices are very large, with over 144 variations of
attribute based tasks alone; we therefore here describe
the approach taken and include the full task listing in
the supplemental material (also at arXiv:1402.2867).
4.2 Temporal Graph Task Design Space
4.2.1 Attribute based tasks
We constructed three matrices, one for each of the
main task types (lookup, comparison, relation seek-
ing). Each matrix is divided into quadrants based
on the time and graph components involved. This
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Fig. 9: Comparison task matrix structure. Shaded cells indicate direct comparison (all other tasks are inverse).
Task examples relate to numbered cells. For details of the formal notation used, see supplemental material.
Example attribute based comparison tasks:
1a. Direct comparison Compare the attribute values associated with two different nodes at two different times.
?y1, y2, λ: f (t1, g1) = y1; f (t2, g2) = y2; y1 λ y2
1b. Inverse comparison Find the time points and nodes associated with two given attribute values and compare them.
?t1, t2, g1, g2, λ: f (t1, g1) ∈ C′; f (t2, g2) ∈ C′′; (t1, g1) λ (t2, g2)
2. Direct comparison of the attribute patterns over two different subsets of the graph at the same time point.
?p1, p2, λ: ß(f (x1, x2) | x1∈G′, x2=t) ≈ p1; ß(f (x1, x2) | x1∈G′′, x2=t) ≈ p2; p1λp2
3. Direct comparison of the patterns of the same graph element over two different time intervals.
?p1, p2, λ: ß(f (x1, x2) | x1=g, x2∈T′) ≈ p1; ß(f (x1, x2) | x1=g, x2∈T′′) ≈ p2; p1 λ p2
4. Inverse comparison of graph subsets and time intervals associated with given patterns:
?G’, G”, T’, G”, λ, ψ: ßG{ßT[ß(f (x1, x2) | x2∈T’)] | x1∈G’} ≈ P1; ßG{ßT[ß(f (x1, x2) | x2∈T”)] | x1∈G”} ≈ P2; T’ λ T”; G’ ψ G”;
OR ?G’, G”, T’, G”, λ, ψ: ßT{ßG[ß(f (x1, x2) | x2∈G’)] | x1∈T’} ≈ P1; ßT{ßG[ß(f (x1, x2) | x2∈G”)] | x1∈T”} ≈ P2; T’ λ T”; G’ ψ G”;
distinguishes the elementary and synoptic tasks, with
elementary tasks appearing in Q1, and the three vari-
ations of synoptic tasks in Q2-4 (Figure 8). Each quad-
rant is then subdivided according to whether the time
and graph components are specified (constraints) or
unspecified (targets). This captures the inverse/direct
task distinction in lookup and comparison tasks, with
direct tasks appearing in the top left of each quadrant;
comparison and relation seeking with a specified com-
ponent also naturally emerges where all elements of
one of the lookup tasks are specified.
In the comparison and relation seeking matrices,
an additional subdivision is made relating to whether
the same, or two different, temporal and/or graph
components participate. The majority of tasks in these
matrices can be formulated to involve the same or
two different attributes (only those involving the same
time and graph components cannot involve the same
attribute, and we note these cases in the matrices).
We include an excerpt from the comparison task
matrix (Figure 9) to show the structures used and
variations in tasks within and between quadrants,
along with examples of the formal notation used to
describe tasks, full details of which is given in the
supplemental material.
4.2.2 Structural Tasks
As for the attribute based tasks, tasks are first divided
based on the referential components involved. The
structural elementary tasks (Q1) are more limited than
their attribute based counterparts. They are distin-
guished according to the combinations of time/graph
elements participating as targets or constraints (Fig-
ure 10). The variations of the synoptic tasks are the
same as their attribute based counterparts, but involve
structural behaviours and patterns associated with
reference subsets in place of behaviours and patterns
of attribute values. We therefore do not repeat the task
matrices for these tasks.
4.3 Connection Discovery Tasks
So far we have discussed only descriptive tasks. Con-
nection discovery tasks involve relational behaviours
(correlation, dependence etc.) and seek to find indica-
tions of possible relations between the parts of a single
phenomenon (homogeneous behaviours) or between
two or more phenomena (heterogeneous behaviours).
Three variations of relational behaviours are given
in the Andrienko framework; we discuss these for
the case of temporal graphs. We also discuss rela-
tional behaviours involving graph structures. Tasks
involving relational behaviours can be formulated
for each of the three task types. As the Andrienko
framework does not discuss how to handle multiple
referrers in relational behaviours, we draw on the
partial behaviours to guide us.
Relational behaviour involving two (or more) dif-
ferent attributes of the same reference set: Applied
to temporal graphs, this task considers a relational be-
haviour between two different attributes and the same
graph and temporal components. One example is the
relational behaviour between two different attributes
of the elements of the graph at a single time point
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Fig. 10: Variants of the elementary structural tasks (comparison and relation seeking).
e.g. a correlation between indegree and out degree of
all nodes. Further, we might consider the relational
behaviour between the indegree and outdegree of
the same node over time: we might look for some
correlation or dependency in the two temporal trends
e.g. an increase in outdegree followed by an increase
in indegree. Finally, we might consider the relational
behaviour between the two attributes for all graph
objects at all time points.
Relational behaviour involving two (or more)
different attributes of different reference sets: We
could apply this to temporal graphs in two ways: (1)
Where the reference sets are a graph over time and
external events, we might investigate the relational
behaviour between an attribute of a graph object and
external events (in time), looking at how the attribute
values in the graph are influenced by outside events
over time. This may be of particular interest e.g. where
some form of external intervention in the network
is under observation, such as vaccination in a public
health network. (2) Where the reference sets are two
different temporal graphs, we might investigate the
relations between two (possibly different) attributes
of two different graphs over possibly different time
periods. This behaviour may be of interest where we
are investigating two different but related networks
e.g. co-authorship networks from different domains,
or the energy grid and a computer network. Moreover,
we might not only be interested in attribute based
behaviours, but also the relation between structural
behaviours e.g. Gloor and Zhao [17] are interested
in the relationship between networks constructed to
reflect different communication mediums (face-face,
telephone, email). In this case we might also wish
to find some correlation between the structural be-
haviours of the network itself, for example, during
times at which the email network is densely con-
nected, the face-to-face network may be less so.
Relational behaviour involving the same at-
tributes of different reference subsets: We might
investigate the relations between behaviours over dif-
ferent parts of the graph or behaviours over different
time periods (e.g. do particular patterns of values
in one area of the graph, or over a particular time
period, influence patterns in another?). We can for-
mulate these tasks to consider correlation or influence
between attribute values of: (i) different parts of the
graph over the same time period; (ii) the whole graph
or a graph subset during different time periods; (iii)
different parts of the graph during different time
periods.
The role of graph structure in relation to attribute
values is also of interest: we may investigate whether
particular structures influence attribute values or vice
versa (e.g. Christakis and Fowler [29] investigate the
influence of network structure on obesity). We may
also be interested in relational behaviour between
graph structures. For example, in social network anal-
ysis a number of theories surround tie formation e.g.
Yi et al. [2] discuss preferential attachment, accu-
mulative advantage, homophily, follow-the-trend, and
multiconnectivity. In all cases we would look at how
structural patterns in the graph at one point in time
influence the structural patterns at another.
5 EVALUATION
Various approaches to evaluating task taxonomies
exist, including: evaluation with domain experts e.g.
[1]; using the taxonomy to design a visualisation
system e.g. [6]; case study approach (e.g [7] use
task categories to describe the tasks which an ex-
isting system supports); evaluation against existing
taxonomies e.g [7]. In our evaluation, we consider
the methodology adopted in relation to other possible
approaches, and assess task coverage against that of
existing taxonomies.
5.1 Evaluating the methodology
We identify three main steps in constructing a task
taxonomy: (1) generate the tasks (2) collate and order
them (3) describe them, and discuss the design deci-
sions taken when constructing our task taxonomy.
The first stage in creating a task taxonomy is to
gather together the tasks. A number of approaches
are described by Schulz et al. [8], including: surveying
individuals to generate lists of tasks e.g. [9]; task
analysis, involving observation of users of a visual-
isation; and inferring from existing systems the tasks
which can be performed e.g. [1]. Our approach is
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based on Andrienko’s [11] modelling approach to task
specification: data and tasks are represented using
formal expressions indicating the task targets and
constraints. Through manipulation of these expres-
sions, all possible permutations of tasks are extricated.
This approach has a number of advantages. Firstly,
the other approaches have limitations in terms of
task coverage: relying on user-generated tasks may
skew them toward those of the user’s domain, and
is limited by the individual’s perspective; task gen-
eration involving existing systems may limit tasks to
those that can already be supported by existing visual
approaches. In using a formal model, Andrienko is
able to demonstrate completeness of the task frame-
work with respect to their chosen data model and
level of abstraction. Secondly, using a formal approach
ensures task specification at a consistent level of gran-
ularity and abstraction, and domain independence,
without requiring translation of the generated tasks.
The main drawback of using a formal approach
to generate tasks is the lack of user involvement in
the process, thus further work is required to establish
which tasks are most important to users when carry-
ing out analysis.
Little attention is given in the literature to the task
collation stage of constructing a taxonomy. Where
task lists are generated by multiple individuals, some
process of normalising tasks to a particular level of
abstraction, and categorising like tasks together to
produce general categories is required. During such a
process subtle distinctions between tasks can be lost,
and less frequently occurring, ’corner case’ tasks may
be discarded. By using task matrices (Section 4.2),
we can categorise the tasks using a ’slice and dice’
approach along the rows and columns: this is useful,
as all of the tasks fall into more than one category. It
also allows us to maintain the nuanced distinctions
between tasks while showing high level categories
(see Section 6).
The final stage is task description. Most task de-
scriptions are verbal [8]. Use of a formal notation
avoids ambiguity and allows highly nuanced distinc-
tions to be made. Formal notation has the disadvan-
tage that it may be difficult for newcomers to read, so
we also include verbal task descriptions.
5.2 Evaluating task coverage
There are a number of tasks in our framework for
which we can give real world examples and which
existing frameworks are not able to capture: compar-
ing the evolution of two graphs, in terms of their
attribute distributions and/or structures, over time
is comparison in Q4, and captures Gloor and Zhao’s
task, does the same group of people exhibit different net-
work attributes when interacting via telephone, email, face-
to-face or other?; tasks considering the distributions of
temporal trends over the graph (Q4 behaviours A3
and S3), are reflected in the bioinformatics tasks of
interest to Saraiya et al. [14] e.g. How does the (temporal)
behaviour of a particular graph vertex affect other vertices
connected directly or indirectly to it? We here compare
task coverage in our taxonomy with existing works.
As Lee et al.’s taxonomy [9] is intended for static
graphs, almost all tasks can be positioned in Q1
and Q2; only the high level task how has the graph
changed over time? considers the temporal dimension.
We utilised their notion of graph objects when dis-
cussing our data model. While their discussion of
static tasks is comprehensive and offers many useful
real-world examples, our taxonomy offers a system-
atic way to specify the possible permutations of these
tasks, for example: for tasks involving attributes on
nodes, the general description find the nodes having a
specific attribute value does not consider the opposite,
direct lookup task, find the values of specific nodes; simi-
larly, their topological tasks are generally phrased for
relation seeking, rather than comparison; comparison
is only briefly mentioned for the whole graph case,
omitting the possibilities amongst individual nodes or
edges. They also separate their topology and attribute
based tasks into distinct categories. Through the no-
tion of behaviours, our framework makes clear the
important relationship between attribute values and
graph structure, and includes tasks involving attribute
distributions over the graph. A few of their tasks do
not fit into our structure, because they do not involve
questions about the data. Follow path and revisit are
visual tasks, while give a meaningful name to a group
involves user interpretation.
Yi et al. [2] categorise visual tasks in temporal
social network analysis by the level at which temporal
change in the network can be analysed: nodal and
dyad level (node or edge attributes, and associations
between attributes) subgroup (based on connectivity
or node attributes), and global level. They identify
the general aspects of interest at each of these lev-
els in relation to network evolution: the emergence,
growth and dissolution of nodes and ties, the pro-
cesses of subgroup formation, and global changes in
the networks topology over time. They also note the
importance of considering the relationship between
attributes and graph structure.
Yi et al.’s levels of analysis are captured in our
quadrants: Q1 and Q3 - node/dyad level; Q2 and Q4
- subgroup and global level. They identify a number
of interesting questions relating to social network
analysis which can be asked at each of these levels,
however these are domain specific and specified at
a high level: the range of lower level tasks (find,
compare etc.) involved in these analyses are not dis-
cussed. In contrast, our taxonomy offers a domain
independent, low-level breakdown of tasks involved
in such analysis.
Bach et al. [3] recently adapted Peuquet’s [24]
spatio-temporal task framework for temporal graph
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data. The original framework consists of three dimen-
sions, when, where, and what; they redefine the where
and what dimensions to capture the lack of fixed
spatial positions in temporal graph data. Tasks are
formulated based on two known dimension values,
with the third dimension’s value to be found.
This approach is the most similar to that of the
Andrienko framework: the ’when’ and ’where’ dimen-
sions are equivalent to the temporal and graph re-
ferrer respectively; ’what’ is the attribute component.
Tasks are also target and constraint based, capturing
both direct and inverse lookup tasks. However, they
do not consider relations and attributes as separate
data items (these are incorporated into the ’what’ and
’where’ dimensions). This makes the task framework
less complex, but means they are not able to capture
comparison and relation seeking tasks, and higher
level tasks such as finding correlations and dependen-
cies. In addition, through use of the quadrants, our
framework makes clear how the tasks can systemati-
cally be applied to different types of data items.
The most comprehensive taxonomy developed to
date is Ahn et al.’s [1] taxonomy for network evolu-
tion analysis consisting of three dimensions: Entity,
Property, and Temporal Feature. ’Entity’ follows Yi
et al. [2] in their distinction of levels of analysis;
’Property’ distinguishes between structural attributes
and domain properties. These two dimensions capture
what should be observed. ’Temporal Features’ explain
how these items should be analysed: as ’Individual
events’ at single time points or ’Aggregate events’
over a period of time.
We identified a number of limitations when apply-
ing this taxonomy to the design of a visualisation
tool. All three dimensions largely describe data items
that participate in tasks (nodes/groups/networks, at-
tributes, occurrences of events at time points or over
time intervals); a lack of explanation as to the tasks in
which these items participate (find, compare etc.) re-
sults in ambiguity when applying the taxonomy. The
framework also relies on five patterns which describe
the ’shape of change’ in attribute values over time
(growth/contraction, convergence/divergence, stabil-
ity, repetition, peak/valley). We would suggest that
these patterns are too limited, as they are mainly
applicable to temporal trends in individual, numeric
attribute values, and are not sufficient to capture the
relational nature of graph data i.e. changing patterns
in graph connectivity and attribute distributions over
the graph, over time. This is problematic as one of
the key purposes of using graph visualisation is to
describe structural change, and attribute values in
the graph context. Finally, the taxonomy focusses on
evolution, but does not consider the tasks involved in
contextualising evolution (e.g. comparing other graph
structures with the evolving structure of interest).
Our framework addresses these limitations as fol-
lows. We handle temporal change in properties with
non-numeric data types through the more general
Andrienko notion of pattern, under which Ahn et
al.’s ‘shapes of change’ and ‘rate of change’ can be
subsumed (note these are particularly useful when
considering the range of patterns in Q3). We are
also able to distinguish the different types of pattern
applicable to temporal graph data using the notion of
behaviours, and clearly show these using the quad-
rant view. In Section 6 we outline the tasks in our
framework which consider structure and attributes in
isolation, however, the majority of our tasks consider
graph attributes in a structural context. The formal
approach to task specification which we have adopted
systematically specifies the operations which can be
carried out on the data objects, and encompasses
both ‘evolutionary’ and ‘contextual’ tasks (discussed
further in Section 6).
6 DISCUSSION
The matrices of the task design space are constructed
based on the categories of the taxonomy, from which
a number of overlapping sets of tasks can be easily
‘sliced and diced’. The ability to partition tasks in
this way is particularly useful when mapping visual
techniques to categories of tasks which they support.
We here discuss a number of categories which can be
distinguished.
Dividing tasks based on the four quadrants is
fundamental when selecting the most appropriate
visual approach, with techniques found in different
research areas: general visual techniques (Q1); static
graph visualisation (Q2); temporal visualisation (Q3);
temporal graph visualisation (Q4). All of these tasks -
and therefore visual techniques from all of these areas
- are involved when exploring temporal graph data.
Static graph tasks appear in the rows of the ma-
trices involving a single time point. While Lee et
al.’s [9] taxonomy for static tasks is comprehensive,
our taxonomy additionally offers a detailed specifica-
tion of the possible permutations of these tasks, and
considers the relationship between attribute values
and graph structure through the Andrienko notion of
behaviours.
Graph comparison tasks can be clearly identified
as the tasks which fall under Q1 and Q2 in the
matrices. While lookup, comparison, and relation seeking
tasks are all relevant, only elementary tasks and those
involving graph structure (i.e. not trends over time)
are applicable.
The rows and columns of the matrices neatly cap-
ture sets of tasks with same/different graph/time
components and additional constraints. These tasks
may warrant different visual approaches (e.g. com-
parison at the same time vs comparison at different
times). In conjunction with these task variations, for
multivariate graphs we also capture the possibility of
comparison between different attributes. Tasks involv-
ing a specified pattern or attribute value are noted in
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the matrices; in this case we may need some way to
visually represent the specified pattern.
A further distinction which emerges is between
what we term evolutionary and contextual tasks. Evo-
lution - the notion of change in some object over
time, be it graph structure, the attribute value of an
individual node, or the distribution of attribute values
over the graph - is often of interest when investigating
temporal graph data, as reflected in the predominance
of evolutionary tasks found in the literature. The task
matrix structures easily distinguish - but do not limit
us to consideration of - evolutionary tasks, which
involve a combination of the same graph element
or subset at different time points or over different
intervals. Contextual tasks consider an object in the
context of other objects, which may be at the same or
different times. The range of such tasks identified in
the taxonomy reminds us not to neglect the questions
which enable us to situate our findings and bring per-
spective to our observations, perhaps in turn bringing
deeper meaning to our study of evolutionary changes.
An important distinction when selecting a visual
representation is task search space. Farrugia and
Quigley [23] consider temporal search space, distin-
guishing between local (focussing on a specified time
period), and global (searching across the entire time
period). We extend this notion to consider the graph
search space, giving four variations of task search
space: no search (time and graph components are
specified); graph search (time is specified, graph com-
ponent is not - requires searching the entire graph);
temporal search (graph component is specified, time is
not - requires searching the entire time period); graph
and temporal search (neither component is specified -
requires searching the whole graph at all time points).
Search space is independent of the elementary/synoptic
distinction: even in elementary tasks involving a single
element at a single time point, where both compo-
nents are unspecified, our search space extends to
the entire graph over the entire time period. The task
search space is clearly identified in the task matrices
by the columns and rows indicating the specified
(constraint) and unspecified (target) time and graph
components.
Our final consideration regards the distinction be-
tween structural and attribute based tasks. In our
taxonomy we introduced an additional category of
purely structural graph tasks. While this category sits
separately from the attribute based tasks, the picture
is more complex than indicated by the existing struc-
tural vs attribute distinction made in the task litera-
ture: for example, Lee et al. [9] separate their topology
and attribute based tasks into distinct categories; Ahn
et al.’s [1] ’property’ dimension distinguishes struc-
tural attributes and domain properties. However, par-
titioning tasks into those purely involving structure
and those purely involving attributes is not helpful
when considering visual approaches, as it ignores the
middle ground in which many graph based tasks
reside i.e. tasks considering attribute values in the
context of graph structure. We therefore suggest three
categories of tasks:
Structural (no attributes involved): solely consider
the structure of the graph, without reference to at-
tributes. These are the graph structural tasks identi-
fied in the taxonomy. Visualisations supporting such
tasks would focus on representing the graph structure.
Attribute based in a structural context: consider pat-
terns of attributes over the graph structure and the
position in the graph of the occurrence of attribute
values. These tasks are captured in the attribute based
tasks of the framework using the Andrienko be-
haviours. Visualisation approaches supporting these
tasks require representation of the attribute values in
the graph structural context.
Attribute based: consider attribute values in isolation
from the graph structure. We may only be interested
in attribute values associated with a graph in their
temporal context e.g. the temporal trends in attribute
values of individual elements (behaviour A2). We
may also be interested in the frequency distribution
(rather than the structural distribution) of the attribute
values of all graph elements at a given time point, and
how this distribution changes over time. Visualisation
approaches which do not involve the graph structure
e.g. [30] are appropriate in this case. This category
also covers changes in structural metrics, which in
themselves capture the structure of the graph, hence
do not require an explicit structural representation
when visualising them.
7 CONCLUSION
This paper describes the construction of a task taxon-
omy for temporal graph data through the extension
and application of an existing formal task framework.
Using matrix structures to combine task dimensions,
we outline a task design space which specifies the
possible task variants. We also demonstrate the use-
fulness of these structures in ’slicing and dicing’ the
tasks into a number of overlapping categories, which
require distinct visual approaches for their support.
The use of a formal approach gives us confidence in
the completeness of task coverage: we demonstrated
this when comparing our tasks with those of existing
taxonomies. It allows unambiguous specification of
the nuanced distinctions between permutations of
a full range of potential tasks, and reveals hidden
tasks and corner cases, which may otherwise have
been neglected from consideration. Our taxonomy is
intentionally domain independent to be of use across
any discipline calling for graph visualisation. It not
only considers tasks for temporal graphs, but provides
tasks for static graphs, multivariate graphs, and graph
comparison.
The taxonomy, design space, and additional task
categorisations are intended to support the design
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and evaluation processes. In our future work, we
plan to carry out user-centred studies to establish the
tasks most important in real-world scenarios. We also
plan to map existing visual techniques to the task
categories which they support. Such a mapping will
be of further use to designers and evaluators, and may
reveal categories of tasks which are currently unsup-
ported by existing techniques, which could provide
interesting avenues for future research.
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